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  If   not   for   Fiona   Tinker,   I’m   afraid   there   would   not   have   been   a   Lughnasad   issue.   
I’d   only   wri�en   a   first   dra�   of   the   Pooka   story   when   I   became   ill.     Fiona   stepped   
in   and   pulled   my   old   material   from   back   issues.    Using   that   along   with   the   new   
material   of   her   own   and   from   our   Team   members,   she   managed   to   put   together   
a   Lughnasadh   issue   that   all   I   had   to   do   was   publish.     I   don’t   know   what   I’d   do   
without   this   woman!    Thank   you,   Fiona!   

  
I’m   back   now   and,   in   this   issue,   we’ve   focused   more   than   usual   on   the   Equinox   aspect    of   the   holiday   and   
its   lesson   of   Balance.    However,   Mabon   is   s�ll   the   major   Harvest   Celebra�on   of   the   Year’s   Wheel   -   the   
Witch’s   Thanksgiving,   so   to   speak.    So,   we   invited   our   readers   to   share   their   favorite   Mabon   recipes.   
Their   responses   were   enthusias�c   and   wonderful.    We   chose   several   to   be   featured   in   our   Kitchen   Witch   
sec�on   and   we   hope   you   enjoy   them   as   much   as   Elsie   &   Pooka   did!   

  
Instead   of   spells   or   rituals   for   kids,   our   Li�le   Book   of   Shadows   this   Harvest   issue   is   a   collec�on   of   special   
Mabon   “graces”   that   are   simple   enough   for   a   child   to   say   before   the   Harvest   Feast.    (Some,   I   admit,   I’ve   
slightly   re-wri�en   for   pagans.)     

  
In   our   Pooka’s   Circle   facebook   group,   Pooka   asked   for   sugges�ons   on   what   you’d   like   to   see   in   this   issue.   
A   surprising   number   asked   for   more   holiday   related   cra�   ar�cles!   

  
In   response,   we   have   two   new   Team   members…   and   both   are   elementary   school   teachers!   

  
Sharon   Midwinter   Bennet   has   a   great   cra�   project   for   you   and   Pooka   can’t   wait   to   make   her   Equinox   
Mobile.    However,   it   has   caused   a   bit   of   a   disagreement.    Pooka   wants   to   hang   it   from   the   old   apple   tree   
in   the   garden   (close   to   his   catnip   patch)   and   Elsie   wants   to   hang   it   over   the   fireplace   mantle   in   the   
co�age.    They   may   end   up   making   TWO   of   these   mobiles!   

  
Lorna   Lees   has   created   a   lovely   Mabon   hanging   to   help   kids   focus   on   the   aspect   of   
Gra�tude   during   this   Harvest   Season.    Elsie   thinks   this   will   be   a   wonderful   Lesson   for   
Pooka   since   there’s   a   lot   more   in   Life   to   be   grateful   for   besides   Catnip!    We’d   like   to   say   
“Thank   you”   to   both   of   these   ladies   and   let   them   both   know   how   very   grateful   we   are   
for   Them!   

  
We   are   all   wishing   you   a   wonderful   Mabon!   

Lor�,   Po�k�   an�   t�e   Te�m   
  



  
Also  known  as:   Second  Harvest,  Cornucopia,  Fall  or  Autumn  Equinox,  Harvest  Home,  Alban  Elfed                
(Caledonia,  Druidic),  Winter  Finding  (Teutonic)  and  the  Witch’s  Thanksgiving.  The  full  moon  closest  to  the                 
Autumn   Equinox   is   called   the   Harvest   Moon.   

Summer  is  drawing  to  a  close  and  it’s  time  to  get  ready  for  winter.  The  final  crops  are  gathered                     
and  seeds  are  collected  for  planting  next  spring.  Although  the  days  are  still  warm,  the  nights  will                   
now  be  getting  longer  and  cooler.  The  festival  of  the  Second  Harvest  is  sometimes  referred  to  as                   
the  “Witch’s  Thanksgiving”.  It  is  a  time  of  feasting  with  friends  and  family  while  giving  thanks  for                   
all  our  blessings!  On  the  Autumn  Equinox  day  and  night,  light  and  dark  are  equal  and  balanced.  It                    
is  a  good  time  to  examine  how  we  are  balancing  our  own  lives  -  friends  &  family,  work  &  play,                      
quiet   time   and   busy   time...   
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Pooka’s   
Balance   

  

T histle   the   Fairy   abruptly   halted   in   mid   air.    Her   wings   vibrating,   she   hovered   between   the   
leaves   of   a   large   willow   tree   and   peered   down.    What   on   earth   was   that   crazy   cat   doing?   
A   small   branch   had   fallen   from   one   of   the   nearby   pines   in   the   forest   and   landed   so   that   one   end   
was   laying   on   the   bank   of   a   creek.    The   other   end   was   resting   on   a   large   rock   halfway   across   
the   swiftly   moving   water.    And,   in   the   middle   of   the   stick,   was   Pooka   carefully   placing   one   paw   in   
front   of   the   other   as   he   slowly   made   his   way   toward   the   rock.   
The   fairy   darted   down   and   landed   on   the   tip   of   her   friend’s   little   black   nose.    “Whatcha   doing?”   
she   asked.   
Pooka   looked   up   and   his   eyeballs   crossed   as   he   tried   to   bring   the   pixie   into   focus.     
“Thistle,   NO!”   ...but   it   was   too   late.    His   concentration   was   lost.    He   felt   the   slender   branch   
twisting   out   from   under   him   and   the   little   cat   went   plunging   into   the   creek   with   a   huge   splash.   
Thistle   immediately   took   to   the   air   and   fluttered   safely   to   the   dry   land   at   its   edge.   
Pooka   paddled   through   the   shallow   water   and   eventually   dragged   himself   onto   the   creek   bank   
next   to   her.    Meanwhile,   the   fairy   was   rolling   on   the   ground,   helpless   with   laughter.    She   finally   
caught   her   breath,   stood   up   and   adopted   a   mock   serious   face.   “Hey   Pooks,   you’re   all   wet,”   and   
then   she   started   giggling   all   over   again.   
That   did   it.   Before   he   even   realized   it,   the   cat   had   raised   a   dripping   paw   and   smacked   the   fairy.   
She   went   tumbling   ‘ass   over   teakettle’   into   a   nearby   clump   of   soft   ferns.   
Thistle   stood   up   grinning,   brushed   herself   off   and   flew   back.    “Fair   enough,”   she   chuckled,   “but   
what   WERE   you   doing?”   
“I   was   trying   to   improve   my   balance,”   growled   Pooka   as   he   began   licking   his   fur   dry.   
“Why?”   asked   Thistle.    “I   thought   cats   were   known   for   being   really   good   at   that   stuff.”   
“We   are,”   Pooka   said.    “But   Elsie   sort   of   gave   me   a   Lecture   this   morning.   I   was   all   excited   about   
our   upcoming   Mabon   Feast   and   she   was   saying   the   holiday   isn’t   just   about   being   grateful   for   the   
harvest   and   having   lots   of   yummy   food   to   eat.”   
Thistle   nodded   thoughtfully.   “It’s   the   Equinox…   a   time   of   balance.”   
Pooka   stopped   licking   his   fur   and   his   ears   swiveled   forward.    “That’s   what   Elsie   said!    So,   I   
figured   it   would   be   a   good   idea   to   work   on   my   balance.”   
The   fairy   collapsed   on   the   ground,   rolling   with   laughter.    “Silly   Pooka!    Not   that   kind   of   balance!”   
“Okay   Miss   Know-It-All,”   the   cat   said   stiffly.    “   What   kind   of   balance   was   she   talking   about?”   
Thistle   sat    cross-legged   and   became   serious.    “Okay,   listen   up!    There   are   two   equinoxes   every   
year.    One   in   the   Spring   and   one   in   the   Fall.    And,   on   those   days    only ,   we   have   the   exact   same     



number   of   hours   and   minutes   of   
daytime   and   night   time.   The   Light   
and   the   Dark   are   balanced.    See?”   
Pooka   frowned.    “But   what   happens   
after   those   days?”   
“Well,”   explained   Thistle,   “after   the   
Spring   Equinox,   the   days   start   getting   
longer   and   the   nights   keep   getting   
shorter   as   the   Wheel   turns   toward   the   
Summer   Solstice.”   
The   little   cat   nodded.   “That’s   when   
the   sun   stays   up   until   way   past   its   
bedtime!”   
“Yes.    But,   after   that,   the   hours   of   
sunshine   start   getting   shorter,”   said   
Thistle.   “Then,   on   the   day   of   the   
Autumn   Equinox,   light   and   dark   are   
equal   again.”   
Pooka   thoughtfully   scratched   his   chin   
with   a   hind   foot.   “Yeah,   but   why   is   this   
day   so   important   to   witches?”   
Thistle   winked   and   said:   “Maybe   you   
should   ask   yours?”   
Pooka   felt   a   prickling   at   the   base   of   
his   neck.    “She’s   standing   right   
behind   me,   isn’t   she?”   
He   turned   his   head   and,   sure   

enough,   there   was   Elsie   grinning   down   at   him.     
She   set   her   foraging   basket   on   the   ground   and   plopped   down   on   the   ground   next   to   him.    She   
then   began   taking   off   her   boots   and   socks.     
Did   you   know   that   cats   have   eyebrows?    They   do…   and   Pooka’s   almost   left   his   forehead.    What   
was   she   doing?   
The   little   witch   sank   her   bare   feet   in   the   cool   water   of   the   creek.    She   closed   her   eyes   and   
sighed   happily.    “That   feels   good.”   
The   cat   waited   patiently   for   Elsie   to   answer   his   question.    But   she   just   smiled   and   was   silent   as   
she   let   the   current   of   the   cool   water   flow   around   her   bare   feet.     Even   Thistle   was   quiet   for   once.   
Finally,   Pooka   could   no   longer   stand   it.    “Why   is   the   Equinox   important   to   witches?”   he   asked   
again.   
The   little   witch   opened   her   eyes   slowly.    “Because,   when   the   Dark   and   Light   are   balanced,   it   
reminds   us   to   find   our   own   balance.”   
Pooka   became   alarmed.    He   leaped   into   her   lap   in   an   attempt   to   pin   her   down.    “Elsie,   Don’t   
even   think   about   it!    If   you   try   walking   on   that   branch   across   the   creek,   Thistle   will   make   you   fall   
in!”   



The   girl   laughed.    “I   wasn’t   going   to   do   that,   Pooks!,”   she   assured   him.    “Witches   are   more   
interested   in   finding   the   balance   in   their   lives.     Balance   in   the   foods   they   eat.   Between   time   
spent   with   friends   and   time   spent   alone.   Balance   between   busy   time   and   quiet   time.    For   
instance,   I’ve   been   working   all   morning   gathering   herbs   in   the   forest.    Now,   I’m   relaxing.   In   a   bit,   
I’ll   get   busy   again.”    Elsie   added:   “It’s   all   about   finding   your   own   inner   balance.    It’s   one   of   the   
important   keys   to   being   happy   in   life   and   the   Equinox   helps   us   with   that.”   
Thistle   nodded   and   smirked.   “So,   see?    It’s   not   about   walking   along   some   stupid   stick   over   a   
creek.    Honestly,   Pooks,   you   can   be   so   dumb   sometimes...not   to   mention   Clumsy!”     
A   moment   later,   the   pixie   emerged   sputtering   and   uttering   tiny   fairy   cuss   words   from   the   middle   
of   the   creek.    Pooka   looked   innocently   down   at   his   paw   that   was   once   more   planted   firmly   on   
the   ground.     
“Now,   how   did   that   happen?”   he   mused.   Trotting   alongside   his   witch   as   she   headed   toward   their   
cottage,   the   cat   said:   “You   know   what,   Elsie?    I   feel   more   balanced   and   happy   already.”     
  

  



  
  
  



  

  
Mabon   is   the   Main   Harvest   Fes�val.    It’s   even   some�mes   called   the   Witch’s   Thanksgiving.    It’s   a   �me  
of   ge�ng   together   with   friends   and   family   to   celebrate   the   bounty   of   the   year’s   growing   season.     
In   that   spirit,   we   recently   asked   our   Readers   to   share   their   very   favorite   Mabon   recipes..   Sort   of   a   
Pooka’s   Potluck.    Some   of   these   recipes   will   need   your   Grownup’s   assistance   but   a   lot   of   the   fun   of   
preparing   a   Mabon   feast   is   ge�ng   everyone   together   in   the   kitchen!   
  Elsie   was   delighted   to   see   that   all   the   special   foods   of   the   holiday   were   represented   -   apples,   nuts,   
pumpkins,   berries   and,   of   course,   the   lovely   abundance   of   garden   fresh   veggies   that   can   be   enjoyed   
right   now.     

  
Crispy   Apple   Chips   
By   Pooka’s   li�le   friend,   Ma�   (who’s   all   grownup   now   and   about   
100   feet   tall)   and   Ma�’s   mom,   Chris�ne   

  
Pooka   thinks   these   would   be   great   for   snacking   on   the   en�re   fall   -   
either   in   the   a�ernoon   when   he’s   done   with   his   studies   or   in   the   
evening   by   the   fire...   

  
Heat   oven   to   200   degrees   and   have   the   racks   at   the   top   
and   3rd   placements.   
Wash,   core   and   thinly   slice   sweet   apples.   Put   them   in   a   
single   layer   on   2   parchment   lined   cookie   sheets   and   
sprinkle   them   with   cinnamon.   

Bake   for   1   hour,   switch   the   pans   around   and   bake   for   another   hour   and   ½.   
Check   one.    It   should   be   crisp   a�er   it   sits   for   a   few   minutes.    If   it’s   to   your   liking,   then   
turn   off   the   heat   and   let   the   apple   chips   cool   in   the   oven   for   one   hour.   



Tomato   Pie   
By   Emairelhd   
In   many   places,   the   last   of   the   garden’s   tomatoes   are   being   
harvested   and   what   a   wonderful   and   filling   main   dish   this   would   
make   for   a   Mabon   Feast.    Elsie   can’t   wait   to   make   it   and   Pooka  
can’t   wait   to   eat   it!   
Use   your   favorite   pie   crust   recipe   and   make   enough   for   a  
top   &   bo�om   crust.    Partly   bake   the   bo�om.   ( Elsie’s   Note:   
T o   do   this,   lay   a   piece   of   parchment   over   the   crust   and   pour   
some   dried   beans   on   top   to   weigh   it   down.    Then   bake   at   
375   degrees   for   15   minutes.    When   cool,   dump   out   the   

beans   and   parchment.)   
Meanwhile:   
Thickly   cut   5   or   6   big   tomatoes   and   set   them   on   a   clean   towel   or   paper   towels   to   remove   some   
of   the   moisture.   
Mix   together   ½   cup   mayo   and   at   least   2   cups   shredded   sharp   cheddar   cheese.    Add   salt   &   
pepper   to   taste.   
Lay   the   tomato   slices   in   the   partly   baked   pie   shell.    Spread   the   mayo/cheese   mixture   over   them   
and   then   cover   with   the   unbaked   top   part   of   the   crust.    Seal   the   edges   and   cut   some   vents   in   
the   crust.   Brush   w/   melted   bu�er   and   bake   at   350   degrees   for   about   30   minutes.   

  
  
  

Harvest   Pumpkin   &   Apple   Bu�er   Pie   
by   Susan   
Elsie   thinks   this   is   a   brilliant   idea!    She’s   going   to   do   it   from   now   on...   

  
Easy!    Just   make   a   regular   pumpkin   pie,   but   replace   ¼   cup   of   the   
evaporated   milk   with   ¼   cup   of   thick   apple   bu�er   (either   jarred   or   
homemade).   

  
  

  
  
  
  
  



Pumpkin   Spice   Cake   w/   Caramel   Fros�ng   
By   Tina   
Forget   the   cream   cheese   fros�ng!    Tina   says   that   this   combina�on   of   flavors   was   such   a   huge   hit   with   
everyone   (including   Tina!)    that   it’s   actually   become   her   favorite   Mabon   tradi�on.    Pooka   can   totally   see   
why!   

  
For   the   Cake:   
Mix   together:   
2   c   brown   sugar   
1   c   canned   pumpkin   puree   
4   beaten   eggs   
1   c   flour   
½   tsp   baking   soda   
1   tsp   baking   powder   
1   tsp   each   -   cinnamon,   nutmeg,   ginger   
Then,   s�r   in   ½   c   melted   bu�er.     
Pour   into   a   greased   10   ½    x   16   inch   pan   and   bake   at   350   degrees   about   

40   minutes.    (top   will   spring   back   when   lightly   touched   w/   a   finger.)   
For   the   Fros�ng:  
Boil   ½   cup   of   bu�er   and   1   cup   brown   sugar   for   2   minutes.    Add   ¼   cup   milk   and   bring   back   to   a   
boil.    Whisk   in   one   and   ¾   cup   powdered   sugar   and   immediately   pour   over   the   cooled   cake.   

  
Aunt   Tilly’s   Easy   Apple   Concentrate   

  
In   a   heavy   pot,   bring   ½   gallon   of   apple   cider   to   a   boil.    Turn   the   
heat   down   and   let   it   simmer   (�ny   bubbles!)   for   about   3   hours.    S�r   
it   about   every   30   minutes   and,   during   the   last   hour,   s�r   every   15   
minutes.     
Let   the   cider   reduce   to   about   ⅛   of   its   original   amount.    (An   easy   
way   to   tell   is   by   dipping   a   wooden   skewer   into   the   cider   in   the   beginning   and   then   marking   how   
high   it   comes   on   the   skewer   with   a   felt   pen.    Another   way   to   tell   is   by   spreading   some   of   the   
apple   cider   on   a   plate.    When   done,   it   should   have   the   consistency   of   warm   honey.    The   cider   
will   thicken   even   more   as   it   cools,   so   don’t   over-cook   it.   
You’ll   have   about   1   cup   of   concentrate   when   you’re   finished.     Strain   it   through   a   fine   mesh   
strainer   into   a   jar.    It   will   keep   indefinitely   in   the   refrigerator.   

  
There   are   lots   of   ways   you   can   use   this   concentrate:   Add   some   when   baking   an   apple   pie   for   an   
even   more   intense   apple   flavor.    Pour   it   over   pancakes,   oatmeal   or   ice   cream.   



  
  
  
  



  
  

Elsie   was   taught   that   it’s   very   
important   to   take   a   moment   before   each   
meal   to   be   grateful.    But,   it’s   especially   
important   when   celebrating   the   Harvest.   
After   all,   whether   it’s   a   birthday   present   or   

the   things   we   receive   from   Nature,   if   you   forget   to   say   Thank   You,   then   maybe   
the   Giver   will   think   you   don’t   like   their   gifts   and   stop   giving   them.   
    
Here   are   some   “Thank   you’s”   to   say   before   your   Mabon   Feast.    You   can   choose   
your   favorite   and   then   share   it   with   your   family.    Or   even   better,   think   up   your   
own!   

  
Blessings   on   the   blossom   

Blessings   on   the   fruit   
Blessings   on   the   leaves   and   stems   

and   blessings   on   the   root.   
Blessing   on   our   family   

And   friends   who   gather   ‘round,   
Upon   the   land   and   people   

Are   the   Blessings   of   Mabon.   
  
  

Earth   who   gives   to   us   our   food   
Sun   who   makes   it   ripe   and   good   
Dearest   earth   and   dearest   sun   
Joy   and   love   for   all   you’ve   done   

  
  

Give   thanks   to   the   Mother   Earth.  
Give   thanks   to   the   Father   Sun.   

Give   thanks   to   the   plants   in   the   garden,   
Where   the   Mother   and   Father   are   One.   

  
  

  



A   Letter   fro�   Scotlan�   
Dear   Little   Witches,   

Angus   Óg   and   Meg   the   cat   with   half   a   tail   watched   in   
amusement   as   Attila   the   Bun   twisted   himself   into   weird   
shapes,   jumping   from   one   position   to   another.   Meg   tried   very   
hard   not   to   laugh   but   he   was   finding   it   difficult   and   the   odd   
snnrt!   escaped   from   his   tightly-closed   mouth.   Meanwhile,   
Attila   the   Bun   moved   from   the   across   to   the   up   and   through   
all   the   spaces   in   between,   all   the   while   twisting   and   jumping   
and   diving.   Eventually,   Meg   gave   in.   

“What   are   you   doing,   you   silly   rabbit?”   he   snorted.   

Attila   came   to   a   halt.   “Remember   that   Lugh   cat   that   came   to   visit   a   few   weeks   ago?   Remember   
how   he   showed   us   he   could   move   in   all   directions   at   once?   Well,   that’s   not   something   a   cat   
should   be   able   to   do   at   all.   Not   like   that.   I’m   practising   to   make   sure   I   don’t   get   shown   up   by   a   
cat   ever   again.”   

Attila   looked   a   little   crestfallen.   “It’s   rabbits   who   can   binky   like   that.   It   always   has   been.   Cats   
shouldn’t   be   able   to   do   it   better   than   we   can,   so   I’m   in   training.”   

“Binky?”   asked   Meg.   

“Yes,   binky,”   answered   Attila.   “That’s   what   it’s   called   when   we   do   the   mad   rabbit   dance   and   rush   
about   a   bit.   Shows   we’re   happy…   or   something.”   

Angus   laughed.   “Yes,   it   does   indeed,   Attila,”   he   said,   “but   I   wouldn’t   worry   that   a   cat   is   going   to   
be   able   to   do   it   better   than   you.   Lugh   is   a   most   unusual   cat,   that’s   all.”   

Meg   was   slightly   miffed   at   this.   “Excuse   me,”   he   said,   snootily.   “All   cats   are   very   good   at   
balance.”   

“They   are   indeed,”   agreed   Angus   Óg   pleasantly,   “but   they   don’t   binky.   That’s   for   rabbits.   And   
rabbits   can’t   balance   on   a   moonbeam.   That’s   for   cats.”   

Meg   thought   about   this   for   a   little   while.   “So   what   you   are   saying,”   he   said,   quizzically,   “is   that   
everything   can   balance   in   its   own   way?”  

“Exactly!”   answered   Angus.   “Even   the   earth   has   its   own   way   of   balancing   and   so   does   the   
universe.   When   everything   is   in   balance   and   moving   as   it   should,   it   makes   music.   And   that   
music   is   the   songs   of   the   year.”   



Both   the   cat   and   the   rabbit   stared   at   the   God.   Neither   blinked.   They   just   stared.   

Angus   Óg   laughed.   “Would   you   like   me   to   try   to   explain?”   he   asked.   

Attila   the   Bun   nodded.   Meg   carried   on   staring   and   then   said,   “Okay,   but   I   think   I   might   feel   a   
thinking   headache   coming   on.”   

Angus   smiled.   “It’s   not   too   hard,”   he   said.   “First   thing   to   think   about   is   direction.”   

He   held   his   arm   straight   up   in   the   air.   “This   is   up,”   he   said.   “Another   word   for   it   is   vertical.”   

Then   he   held   his   other   arm   out   from   his   body.   “That   way   is   across,”   he   said,   “and   it   is   also   called   
the   horizontal.   So   -   two   directions,   vertical   and   horizontal.   Each   of   them   shows   something   
different   if   you   look   along   it,   right?   I   can   see   all   the   things   that   are   happening   across   from   me,   all   
the   things   happening   up   from   me   and   they’re   not   quite   the   same.”   

Angus   looked   slightly   worried   –   but   both   Meg   and   Attila   seemed   to   be   following   what   he   was   
saying.   

Angus   Óg   waggled   his   head   and   said,   “Imagine   my   head   is   the   earth   and   my   arms   are   the   
borders   of   the   bit   of   space   it   travels   through.   The   earth   goes   round   the   sun   on   the   across   bit.   
But   it   also   moves   a   little   on   the   up   bit   at   the   same   time   by   leaning   in   and   out   as   it   travels   around   
the   sun.”   

“Yes!”   squealed   Attila,   who   understood   immediately.   Meg   just   frowned   his   thinking   frown.   

“Well,”   continued   Angus,”   if   I   lean   the   top   of   my   head   forward   towards   the   sun,   it’ll   be   warmer   
than   my   chin.   Like   a   cat   basking   in   the   sun,   Meg?”   

  



Angus   could   see   the   lightbulb   shine   above   Meg’s   head   and   knew   he’d   
understood   so   he   carried   on.   “The   world   moves   something   like   this   in   its   own   
space   –   it   travels   on   its   horizontal   path   around   the   sun.   At   the   same   time,   it   
leans   forward   and   leans   back   a   little   on   the   vertical   so   one   half   is   sometimes   
nearer   the   sun   and   the   other   further   away.   It’s   like   the   earth   is   seeing   different   
things   too.   It   takes   the   earth   a   whole   year   to   travel   once   around   the   sun.   That’s   
how   we   get   the   seasons.”   

Attila   the   Bun   chipped   in,   “Your   forehead   is   the   northern   hemisphere   and   your   
chin   is   the   southern   hemisphere,   right?”   

Angus   was   astonished.   “That’s   right,   Attila,”   he   said.   “How   did   you   know   that?”   

“I   chewed   a   small   human’s   geography   book   once,”   he   said   smugly.   “I   think   I   
digested   some   knowledge.”   

Angus   Óg   laughed   at   this   answer,   and   then   he   said:   “It’s   brilliant   you   know   
about   the   two   halves   of   the   earth   –   the   hemispheres,   it   makes   the   next   bit   easy  
to   explain.”   

“So,”   he   went   on,   “what   happens   is   that   when   the   northern   hemisphere   leans   
into   the   sun;   the   southern   hemisphere   does   the   opposite   and   leans   away.   The   
bit   of   the   earth   that   leans   in   becomes   warmer   and   it   becomes   spring   and   
summer.   The   bit   that   leans   away   gets   autumn   and   winter.”   

Attila   paid   very   close   attention   to   this.   It   wasn’t   the   easiest   thing   to   understand   
but   bits   of   the   eaten   geography   book   were   sparking   in   his   brain.   How   the   earth   
worked   as   it   made   its   journey   around   the   sun   was   making   sense.   Meanwhile,   
Meg   just   stared.   Angus   sighed   and   bravely   carried   on   with   the   lesson.   

“Anyway,”   he   said,   “the   way   the   earth   leans   as   it   moves   around   the   sun   
throughout   the   year   tells   the   earth   which   season   it   is.”   

“Like   when   it’s   to   be   summer   or   winter?”   asked   Meg.   

Angus   breathed   a   sigh   of   relief.   “Exactly.   There   are   four   points   that   tell   the   
earth   it’s   time   for   a   new   season:   the   solstices   and   the   equinoxes.   At   the   
equinoxes,   the   balance   of   the   world   is   perfect   and   it   lines   up   with   the   centre   of   
the   sun.   We   get   the   same   amount   of   light   and   darkness   in   a   day.   It   is   a   magical   
time   telling   the   land   to   change   into   the   next   season.   In   the   northern   half   the   
Autumn   Equinox   moves   us   into   the   autumn.   At   the   same   time,   in   the   southern   
half   of   the   earth,   the   Equinox   brings   in   spring.”   

“I   think   my   brain   is   going   to   explode,”   moaned   Meg.   “This   is   hard   thinking.”   



“But   it’s   worth   it,”   squealed   Attila   the   Bun   in   
excitement.   “I   didn’t   know   the   world   worked   like   this!”   

“This   is   the   God   work   you   do,   isn’t   it?”   asked   Meg.   

“It   is,   or   it   is   a   part   of   it,”   agreed   Angus.   “We   all   keep   
our   part   of   the   earth   running   as   it   should   so   our   lands   
know   when   to   grow,   when   to   ripen   and   when   to   sleep.   
It   would   be   chaos   if   the   earth   tried   to   binky   like   a   
rabbit!”   

Attila   laughed,   delighted   at   the   silly   idea   of   the   whole   
world   trying   to   move   and   balance   like   a   rabbit.   Then   he   
said,   “Angus,   you’ve   told   us   a   lot   about   how   the   earth   works.   But   I   have   another   question.   The  
music?”   

“Ah,”   said   Angus   Óg.   “The   equinoxes   are   part   of   the   stories   of   the   songs   of   the   year.   The   music   
of   the   spheres   is   the   sound   of   the   earth,   the   moon,   the   stars,   all   the   planets   and   even   the   sun   
singing   as   they   spin   and   turn   through   the   universe.   Heavenly   music,   if   you   like.”   

Meg   sighed   dreamily.   “I   like   that,”   he   murmured.   “Why   can’t   we   hear   it?”  

“Oh,   but   you   can,”   replied   Angus.   “Maybe   not   with   your   ears,   but   deep   in   your   soul,   you   hear   it.   
All   the   artists,   poets,   musicians,   dreamers,   farmers,   gardeners,   Pagans   –   everyone   tuned   into   
the   cycle   of   the   year   hears   it   deep   in   their   soul.”   

“That’s   an   awful   lot   to   think   about,”   exclaimed   Meg,   “and   I’m   not   sure   my   thinking   is   up   to   it.”   

“Oh,   it   is,”   answered   Angus.   “Just   take   it   slowly,   bit   by   bit…”   

“And   I   know   what   always   helps   you   think,   Meg,”   said   Attila.   

“Bannocks!”   shouted   all   three   together.   Meg   grinned.   He   knew   his   friends   were   right.   

And   off   went   a   God,   a   cat   and   a   rabbit   chattering   happily   about   balances,   equinoxes,   the   music   
of   the   spheres,   the   wonder   of   how   the   universe   worked   -   and   the   batch   of   bannocks   that   would   
soon   appear.   

En�o�   t�e   eq���o�!      T il�   ne��   ti��,      

Fi�n�   Tin���   



  



  

  



  

  

  



  

  



  

Mabon   Mobile   
By   Sharon   Midwinter   Benne�   

You   will   need:   

*Three   or   more   small   branches   around   20cm/8”   long.   
*Two   wood   slices   (or   you   could   use   heavy   card   instead)   
*Local   harvest   decora�ons.   I   used   some   grain   (picked   from   a   
field   that   had   already   been   harvested),   dried   apples   and   
oranges   (the   oranges   are   not   local   but   they   remind   me   of   the   
sun!),   shells   (shellfish   are   in   season   here),   feathers   and   raffia.   
*Some   small   bells   (op�onal,   I   like   the   noise)  
*A   glue   gun   or   other   glue   
*Scissors   
*Colouring   pens/pencils   or   paint   

  

  

Start   by   decora�ng   the   wood   slices   or   card   in   a   night   and   day   
theme   to   represent   the   balance   of   this   �me   of   year.   At   the   
Equinox,   day   and   night   are   equal   lengths.     



  
Using   the   raffia   make   some   tassels.   Wind   the   raffia   
round   and   round   a   book   or   similar.   I   had   five   strands   of   
raffia   and   wound   them   round   15   �mes.   Slide   the   raffia   
off   the   book   and   �e   the   strands   together   near   one   
end.   Cut   the   other   ends   and   trim   straight.   

  

Take   one   branch   and   �e   the   wood   slices   
and   feathers   on.     

Take   the   next   branch   and   �e   on   some   of   
your   harvest   decora�ons.   I   used   the   
dried   fruit   and   grain.     

Do   the   same   with   the   final   branch.   Tie   the   bells   onto   one   piece   of   string   
and   wrap   them   around   the   branch.   A�ach   the   shells   w/   a   dab   of   glue.   

Now   we   need   to   balance   them   all   to   �e   together!Take   a   piece   of   string   
around   40cm/16”   long   and   double   it   over.   Put   this   under   your   first   branch   
near   the   centre   and   pass   the   open   ends   through   the   loop.    If   you   pick   this   
branch   by   the   string   up   the   heaviest   end   will   be   lowest.   Try   moving   the   
string   along   the   branch   un�l   both   ends   are   level.    Tie   the   top   of   the   string   
onto   the   next   branch.   Repeat   the   balancing   exercise   with   this   next   branch.   

Do   all   this   again   with   the   third.   They   might   all   need   a   li�le   adjustment.   Once   you   are   happy   you   
can   use   a   dab   of   glue   to   secure   the   string.   Use   the   top   piece   of   string   to   hang   the   mobile   and   
you’re   done!     

Hint:   if   you’re   not   confident   in   tying   knots   a   small   dab   of   glue   will   stop   them   unravelling.   



Gra�tude   Wall   Hanging     
by   Lorna   Lees   

Let’s   Celebrate   with   an   a�tude   of   gra�tude!   

We   are   going   to   make   a   simple   wall   hanging   to   allow   us   to   
celebrate   all   the   things   we   have   reason   to   be   grateful   for   this   year.   

You   Will   Need:   
A   fresh   cu�ng   of   willow   or   something   else   to   make   a   circle   from.   
You   could   weave   pipe   cleaners   together   or   ask   an   adult   to   use   a   
sharp   knife   to   cut   out   the   inside   of   a   circular   plas�c   lid,   leaving   the   
rim.   A   li�le   rub   with   sandpaper   will   get   rid   of   any   sharp   edges.   
Scissors   
Ribbon   
Embroidery   thread   or   similar   
A   strong   needle.   
A   collec�on   of   items   represen�ng   the   things   you   are   most   grateful   for   this   year.     
(I   have   chosen   a   picture   of   my   family.    A   shell   because   I   love   the   seaside.    A   beau�ful   owl   feather   
because   I   am   thankful   for   the   Tawny   Owl   that   hoots   outside   my   window   as   I   fall   asleep   in   the   
evening.    A   shiny   bu�on   from   my   sister’s   coat   as   I   am   grateful   for   her   love   and   her   sparkly   
outlook   on   life.    A   felt   leaf   that   I   made   last   Autumn   as   I   adore   the   beauty   of   the   changing   
seasons.    Two   charms   from   my   best   friends   as   I   am   grateful   for   the   love   and   protec�on   they   give   
me.)   

                       

1.   Trim   all   the   leaves   from   the   willow   cu�ng,   bend   the   fresh   cu�ng   into   a   circle   and   
secure   by   twis�ng   the   willow   around   itself.   



2.   Tie   a   length   of   ribbon   to   the   West   side   of   the   circle.   Take   the   ribbon   across   to   the   East  
side.   Wrap   it   once   around   the   willow   then   take   it   Southwest.   Wrap   it   once   around   the   
willow   then   take   the   ribbon   North.   Wrap   it   once   around   the   willow   then   take   it  
Southeast.   Wrap   the   ribbon   once   around   the   willow   then   take   it   West   again   and   �e   it   
securely   to   the   start   of   your   ribbon.   You   have   now   created   a   pentagram.   

          

3.   Use   your   needle   and   thread   to   thread   each   of   your   gra�tude   items   and   �e   them   to   the   
bo�om   of   your   willow   circle.    Then,   make   a   loop   of   thread   and   fix   it   to   the   top   of   your   
circle.   
Hang   your   Gra�tude   Pentagram   where   you   will   see   it   every   day.   Every   �me   you   see   it,   
give   thanks   for   all   you   have   harvested   this   year.   

          

        A   Charm   to   be   Rid   of   Bad   Dreams     

As   I   walked   to   my   favourite   willow   tree   to   ask   if   I   may   take   a   cu�ng   to   share   
with   you   all,   I   passed   a   rose   bush   full   of   vibrant,   red   rosehips.   My   granny   used   
to   keep   rosehips   in   her   pocket   as   it   was   believed   they   brought   love   and   
harmony   to   the   wearer.   A�ract   a   li�le   love   and   harmony   to   your   dreams   by   
stringing   a   strand   of   rosehips   together   and   hanging   them   beside   your   bed.   No   
more   bad   dreams.   😊   

Once   you   pick   the   rosehips,   use   a   strong,   sharp   needle   and   thread   the   rosehips   onto   your   strand.   You   can   
use   beads   and   other   trinkets   to   decorate   your   strand.   The   rosehips   on   my   strand   have   dried   out   but   
that’s   okay.   It   means   they   will   last   for   a   long   �me.   



  
  

Elsie    baked   some    muffins    and   put   them   on   a   

plate    to   cool.    She   then   grabbed   her    basket .   

“I’m   going   to   the    forest    to   pick    berries ,”   she   

told    Pooka .   “Want   to   come?”    But    Pooka    had   a   brand   new   

book    to   read.    “No   thank   you,”   said    Pooka .   “I’ll   



stay   here.”     Elsie    headed   out   the    door .   

Eventually,    Pooka    got   hungry.    “  Elsie    won’t   

mind   if   I   have   just   one     muffin ,”   he   told   himself.     A   while   later,   

their   friend,    Nathan ,   arrived   at   the    door .    “Want   to   

come   catch    fish    with   me?”   he   asked,   and   then,   “Hey,   what   

smells   so   good?”       “  Muffins ,”   he   told   

Nathan .   “Great!   I’m   starving!”   said    Nathan    cheerfully.   He   

grabbed   a    muffin .    Just   then,    Thistle    the     fairy     flew   

through   the   open    window .   “Hey    Pooka ,   wanna   



play?!”   she   asked   ,   and   then:   “Whatcha   eating?”     “  Muffins ,”   

said    Nathan .   “They’re   really   good!”   He   took   another   

muffin .    Thistle    flew   over   to   the    plate    and   began   

happily   nibbling.       Pooka    looked   at   the    plate .   

There   was   only   one    muffin    left   for    Elsie !    But,   at   

that   moment,       Edgar   the   Crow    flew   in   through   the   

window .    He   spotted   the   last    muffin    and   began   chowing   

down.    Eventually,   everyone   left.    “Good   bye,    Pooka !    Thanks   

for   the    muffins !”    Eventually,     Elsie    got   back.   



She   set   her    basket    of    berries    on   the   

table    and   saw   the   empty    plate .   She   looked   at   

Pooka    who   hung   his   head.    “I   ate   some   and   then   we   had   lots   

of   company,”    Pooka    said   sadly.    Would   she   be   mad?    But   

Elsie    just   laughed.   “I’m   glad   everyone   enjoyed   them.   And   

there’s   still    time    to   make   more    muffins    to   go   with   our   

soup    tonight.”     Pooka    was   so   relieved!   

  
  
  



On   Oct.   28,   Dinah   will   be   7   years   old.   Pooka   hopes   
she   gets   lots   of   art   materials   for   her   birthday   
and,   maybe,   she   could   make   a   drawing   of   him   
surrounded   by   a   collage   of   pretty,   pressed   
flowers!   
Bailey,   who   will   be   12   on   Oct.   21   is   another   young   
artist   whose   birthday   is   right   before   one   of   her   
favorite   holidays.   
With   her   love   of   crystals,   gardening   and   caring   for   
animals,   Veronica   is   certainly   a   little   Earth   Witch!   
She’ll   be   6   on   Oct.   24.   
Elizabeth,   who   will   be   3   on   Oct   7   is   very   busy   
these   days   being   a   ghost.   
Happy   Birthday,   Harmony!    Pooka   hears   you’ll   be   9   
on   Sept.   28.     
On   Oct   29,   Jaxon   will   be   making   quite   a   splash   as   he   turns   1   year   old.   Dance   on,   
Jaxon!   
Cali,   who   will   be   13   on   Sept   17,   is   another   amazing   artist.   (Cali   -   Pooka   wonders   if   
you   can   draw   Thistle   as   an   anime   in   a   purple   dress   and   then   share   the   picture   on   
Pooka’s   Circle.    He   thinks   Thistle   would   love   that!)   
Loki   and   Arwyn   wanted   to   join   Pooka   in   wishing   Aurora   an   extra   happy   birthday!   
She’ll   be   10   on   Oct   21.   
Quin   is   a   super-cool   kid.    He   rescues   and   takes   care   of   bunnies!    He’ll   be   9   on   Oct   3   
and   Scooter   is   really   hoping   for   a   little   piece   of   birthday   cake!   
Shepherd   turns   3   on   Oct   30,   the   day   before   Samhain.    When   Shepherd   grows   up,   
he’s   going   to   be   really   Spooky!   
Felix   Mae   is   an   Autumn   Equinox   child   who   will   be   7   on   Sept   21.    With   the   magic   of   
the   season   so   strongly   within   her,   no   wonder   she   loves   collecting   stones   and   bones   
on   her   nature   walks!   
On   Oct   11,   Alyssa   is   going   to   be   9   years   old.    She   loves   cats,   singing   and   swimming.   
(Pooka   agrees   with   the   first   two,   but   not   the   3rd.)   



Makayla’s   birthday   is   Oct   13   and   this   year   she’ll   be   turning   11.    All   of   her   kitties   
will   be   celebrating   with   her!    Pooka   hopes   her   birthday   is   really   pink   and   sparkly   
and   wishes   he   could   be   there   to   get   one   of   her   legendary   Hugs!   
When   she   grows   up,   Tuesday   could   be   a   famous   paleontologist.    But   right   now,   she’s  
busy   being   a   really   great   big   sister   who   will   be   8   on   Sept   17.   
Freya,   who   turns   3   on   Sept   17,   has   the   Gift   of   knowing   what   animals   are   thinking   
and   feeling.    Pooka’s   thinking   he   hopes   she   gets   lots   of   great   books   for   her   
birthday!   
On   Oct   4,   Lilliane   will   probably   be   celebrating   her   10th   birthday   in   some   sort   of   
really   cool,   gothy   costume.    (Pooka   wonders   if   she’d   like   a   certain   little   black   cat   as   
an   accessory   to   her   outfit?)   
Kestin,   the   soccer   star,   will   be   9   on   Oct   3.     
Maris   is   a   little   witch   who’s   turning   8   on   Oct   24.    Have   a   magical   birthday,   Maris!   
On   Oct   9,   Nora   will   be   5   whole   years   old!    Pooka   hears   she   has   a   great   imagination   
and   thinks   that   someday   she’ll   be   a   famous   author.    Maybe   he’ll   even   get   to   be   in   
some   of   them!   
Penelope   is   a   little   banshee-in-training   who’s   favorite   book   is   “Hush   Now   Banshee”.   
Penelope   will   be   1   on   Sept   28.    (If   you’re   going   to   be   a   banshee,   it’s   best   to   start   
practicing   while   you’re   young!)   
Sweet   Victoria   is   a   poet   who   loves   spending   time   in   nature.    She’ll   be   8   on   October   
4.   
Oliver   will   surely   be   dancing   on   Sept   25   because   he’ll   be   6   years   old!   

Kerry   will   be   celebrating   her   birthday   on   Sept   17   with   her   
wonderful   son,   Mathew.   
Rosslyn   turns   9   on   Sept   30th.    Pooka   hopes   she   gets   a   rock   
tumbler   for   her   birthday!   
Lillianna   is   going   to   be   a   vet   when   she   grows   up   and   maybe   be   able   
to   tell   Pooka   what   to   do   when   his   whiskers   start   itching.    On   Oct   
28,   Lillianna   will   be   11   years   old.   
Bella   Maria,   who   turns   9   on   Oct   28,   is   quite   a   musician.    Pooka   
thinks,   instead   of   just   listening,   Freya   should   try   singing   along   
with   Bella   when   she   plays   the   piano.      



Desmond,   another   Equinox   baby,   will   be   celebrating   
his   1rst   birthday   on   Sept   21.    Pooka   hopes   there’s  
enough   cake   to   share   with   his   dog   and   two   cats!   
On   Oct   1,   Cici   will   be   dancing   her   way   into   her   10th   
year.    Happy   Birthday,   Cici!   
Ethan   is   all   grown   up   and   almost   an   old   man   now!   
He’ll   be   15   on   Sept   18.   
Lyric,   who   turns   7   on   Oct   3rd,   already   knows   that   
horses   are   really   cool   and   unicorns   are   even   more   
awesome.    She’s   pretty   smart!   
Westley   is   a   kid   who   really   knows   how   to   handle   a   
bike.    Pooka   hears   he’s   also   really   great   at   baking   
yummy   stuff   for   his   big   brother   to   eat.    Westley’s   
7th   birthday   was   Sept   13.   
His   brother,   Kamien   will   be   12   on   Sept   28   and   Pooka   wishes   he   could   join   him   in   a   
game   of   Minecraft   someday.    (Pooka   likes   to   play   when   he’s   visiting   their   friend,   
Nathan’s   house.)   
Kaira   turns   5   years   old   on   the   Equinox,   Sept   22,   and   already   has   her   career   mapped   
out.    She’s   going   to   be   a   marine   biologist.    Pooka’s   wondering   if   Kaira’s   decided   on   a   
college   yet?   
On   the   28th,   Nicias   will   be   10.    Pooka   hears   he’s   a   passionate   gamer.   
Young   witch   Tala   turns   13   on   September   18   and   loves   black   cats.    Pooka   thinks   Tala   
has   excellent   taste   in   cats!   
Both   Elsie   and   Pooka   agree   with   Natalya   that   snakes   are   really   cool   creatures.   On   
Sept   23,   Natalya   will   be   12   and   Pooka   hopes   Onyx   gets   extra   carrots   that   day!   
Sylas   will   be   6   years   old   on   October   21.    Happy   Birthday,   Sylas!   
Brandi’s   birthday   is   Oct   16   and   Pooka   hears   she’s   a   really   good   soccer   player.   
Maeve   will   be   1   on   Sept   23   and   she   loves   to   squeal   loudly   while   enjoying   her   peas   &   
carrots.   Her   big   sister,   Jade,   is   already   a   very   talented   witch   who   will   be   23   on   
Oct.   5.   
Sept   24   will   be   Nebula’s   5th   birthday.    Pooka   would   love   to   join   Nebula   for   a   bit   of   
stargazing   some   evening!   



Elsie   loves   finding   great   rocks   and   she   hears   Olivia,   
who   will   be   5   on   Sept   17,   has   gathered   quite   a   
collection!      
Pooka   found   a   great   big,   perfect   hawk   feather   in   the   
garden   this   morning   and   it   made   him   immediately   
think   of   Tessa!    She’ll   be   7   on   Sept   27.   
Holly-Kathleen   was   just   tiny   when   her   mom   started   
reading   the   Pooka   Pages   to   her.    On   Oct.   30,   
Holly-Kathleen   will   be   18   years   old   and   now   she   can   
read   them   to   herself!    A   very   special   birthday   to   her   
from   Pooka   and   Elsie!   
Pooka   thinks   he   knows   what   Poppie   would   like   to   be   
doing   on   her   5th   birthday,   Sept   22   -   Driving   a   big   old   

tractor   right   through   the   mud!   
Jayda   is   a   real   kawaii   girl   who   will   be   12   on   Oct   12.      
Corinne   turns   3   on   Sept   25   and   all   her   dolls   will   be   helping   her   to   celebrate.    Pooka   
says   Happy   Birthday,   Coco!   
On   Sept   28,   Joe   will   be   singing   really   loud   because   it   will   be   his   very   first   birthday.   
His   sister,   Keladry   turns   3   on   Oct   18   and,   chances   are,   she’ll   be   in   the   kitchen   
helping   to   cook   up   something   extra   special.   
There   will   be   a   beautiful   waning   crescent   moon   in   the   sky   for   Bowie’s   11th   birthday   
on   Oct   29.    Pooka   wants   her   to   know   that   they’ll   both   be   looking   at   the   same   moon   
on   that   night   and   he’ll   be   wishing   her   an   extra   magical   birthday.   
On   Sept   17,   Luke   will   be   celebrating   his   4th   
birthday   with   his   2   cats.    Pooka   wishes   he   could   
be   on   Paw   Patrol   sometime.    He   loves   that   show.   
Maybe   Luke’s   cats   could   be   on   it   too?   
Jamesyn   will   be   5   on   Sept   23.    Pooka   thinks   a   
Unicorn   Skeleton   Animal   Friend   would   be   so   cool.   
(Whispers   to   Jamesyn’s   Grownup   -   the   Lakeside   Collection   
has   one!)   

Penelope   is   a   Kitty   Witch   who   turns   7   on   Sept   15.   
Pooka   and   Lady   Bug   both   are   wishing   her   an   extra   
happy   birthday!   



Twins,   Hudson   and   Grady   will   be   4   on   Sept   14.   Pooka   hears   they’re   really   good   at   
making   spell   jars.    And   Baby   Bat,   Anson,   will   be   celebrating   his   first   birthday   on   
Oct   14.   
Caitlyn   turns   11   on   Oct   16   and   Pooka   hopes   she   has   an   extra   magical   Samhain   and   
Yule.   
Liam   will   be   3   years   old   on   Sept   25.   
On   Sept   15,   Cerridwen   will   turn   9.    Pooka   hears   she’s   been   writing   her   own   stories!   
He’d   really   like   to   read   them   sometime   and   so   would   Elsie!   
Rosalind   will   be   7   on   the   16th.    She’s   growing   up   so   fast!   
Pooka’s   old   friend,   Stella,   will   be   12   on   Oct   26   and   Owen   turns   10   on   Sept   20.   
Pooka   can’t   believe   how   big   they’re   getting!    Happy   Birthday,   kids!   
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